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The fullerene anion, C60
�, within the Ih point group, is a spherical

molecule subject to the T � h Jahn–Teller (JT) distortion. The

descent in symmetry goes to the three epikernel subgroups,

namely D5d, D3d, and D2h. The last one completely removes the

electronic degeneracy, whereas D5d and D3d structures are

subject to further JT distortion, leading to C2h minimum energy

structure. The multideterminantal density functional theory

approach was applied to calculate the JT parameters for all

seven different structures of lower symmetry. The multimode

problem in this system was addressed using the intrinsic

distortion path method, in which the JT distortion is expressed

as a linear combination of all totally symmetric normal modes in

the particular low symmetry minimum energy conformation.

Results obtained by both methods are consistent and give direct

insight into the coupling of electronic distribution and nuclear

movements in C�60.

Introduction

The buckminsterfullerene, C60, being the most spherical mole-

cule synthesized to date,[1] belongs to the icosahedral (Ih)

point group. Within this highest point group, the lowest unoc-

cupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of C60 is threefold degener-

ate, forming the bases for T1u representation of Ih group. The

low electron affinity observed in C60,
[2] leads to the formation

of a radical anion,[3] as well as various polyanions.[4–8] Much

attention has been paid to the Jahn–Teller (JT) effect of fuller-

ene ions in various electronic states as it plays an important

role in the superconductivity mechanism of the alkali doped

fullerides and has been a subject of interest of numerous

groups.[9–13]

In the electronic structure of the icosahedral C�60 ion, one
electron is occupying the LUMO t1u orbitals. The resulting elec-

tronic state, 2T1u, is subject to the JT distortion.
[14–17] A group

theoretical analysis of the JT effect shows that in the threefold

degenerate electronic state of the Ih point group, the vibra-

tions that belong to the hg irreducible representations (irreps)

are the JT active (T1u � T1u ¼ ag � hg). Although the analysis

of the interaction of t1u orbital with a single hg vibrational

mode is a good starting point to model the problem, by using

simply group theory, is not possible to find the minimum

energy conformation in which the distorted molecule is likely

to be and how large the corresponding distortion and energy

stabilization are. Moreover, complications in the analysis arise

if several hg modes are responsible for the distortion. To

address these issues, it is compulsory to carry out detailed

computational study. Theoretical investigation of the JT effect

in C�60 ion, to our knowledge, were either constrained to the

three epikernel subgroups of Ih point group, namely D5d, D3d,

and D2h,
[18–20] or to the finding of the lowest energy distortion

without any symmetry considerations.[21] Furthermore, experi-

mentally observed distorted structure of fullerene anion may

appear in different low symmetry (LS) point groups depending

on the environment.[22] In this study, the results obtained by

multideterminantal density functional theory (MDDFT)[23–28] for

the distortion of C�60 ion, for the epikernel subgroups of the Ih
point group as well as their further distortion to C2h is pre-

sented. To tackle the multimode problem, the intrinsic distor-

tion path (IDP) analysis[23c,24b] in which the distortion is repre-

sented as a superposition of all totally symmetric normal

modes in the LS point groups, has been performed. The IDP

analysis answers the questions, which totally symmetric normal

coordinates of the LS structure contribute to the JT distortion

at the high symmetry (HS) point, and how does these contri-

butions change along the minimal energy path toward the

particular distorted energy minimum. Thus, in this work, we

will show how density functional theory (DFT)-based models

are able, not only to quantify the JT effect, but also to get

deep insight of its microscopic origin and hence to understand

the electronic structure of this molecule. It is noteworthy that

our model is completely theoretical and without fitting of pa-

rameters to the experimental data.

Methodology

The multideterminantal DFT approach

The method for the calculation of the JT parameters, within

the DFT framework, has been successfully applied for the
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analysis of JT active molecules.[23–29] In short, it is necessary to

know the geometries and the energies of the HS and LS nu-

clear configuration. For the case of the LS conformation, since

the system is in a nondegenerate electronic ground state, the

geometry, as well as the corresponding energy, is obtained by

standard DFT, whereas for the HS conformation the electronic

state must be represented by more than one Slater Determi-

nant, in this case by three. Alternately, one can use some con-

strained electron configuration method.[27] The geometry of

the HS structure is obtained using the so-called Average of

Configuration approach[23] i.e., by taking the subspace, density

for the three states of the t irreps and dividing by the dimen-

sion of the subspace which in this case is three.[30] In this way,

the density has the symmetry of the external potential, i.e., it

belongs to the totally symmetric irrep of the point group

under which the Hamiltonian is invariant. The energy of the

HS structure is calculated imposing obtained HS geometry and

the LS electron density, by adequate occupation of MO’s in

proper LS point group. The JT stabilization energy (EJT) is

obtained by the difference between the energies correspond-

ing to the HS and LS geometries with the same electron distri-

bution. The warping barrier (D) is given by the difference in

energies between the LS structures with different electronic

states arising from the splitting of the originally degenerate

electronic state in the HS point group. The JT radius (RJT) is

obtained as the norm of the distortion vector between the HS

and LS geometries.

The DFT calculations have been carried out using the Am-

sterdam Density Functional (ADF) Program Package, version

ADF2009.01.[31] The local density approximation characterized

by the Vosko-Willk-Nussair[32] parameterization have been used

for the symmetry constrained geometry optimization, single

point calculations, and analytical frequency calculations. The

carbon atom was represented by triple-zeta slater-type orbitals

plus one polarization function basis set, and all the calcula-

tions were spin-unrestricted.

The IDP

The concept of the IDP for the analysis of the JT effect is

based on the fact that all the information about the vibronic

coupling at the HS nuclear arrangement is also contained in

the distorted energy minimum structure. Hence, the distortion

can be given as a superposition of all totally symmetric normal

modes in the LS point group. The IDP is defined as the mini-

mal energy path of the potential energy surface, connecting

the HS configuration with each LS struc-

ture. It is noteworthy, that in the IDP

model, not only first order JT active

modes (in the present case hg modes)

are considered, but also all the other

modes that become totally symmetric

upon descent in symmetry (Table 1).

The choice of the LS geometry as the

reference point is in contrast to the

usual treatment of the JT effect. This

point corresponds to an energy

minimum and has the property that the Hessian of the

energy is positive semi-definite and thus can be used to

obtain the harmonic vibrational modes without any complica-

tions. Details about this approach can be found in Refs. [23c,

24, and 33].

Results and Discussion

The C�60 ion has 3N-6 ¼ 174 normal modes, which can be clas-

sified according to the irreps of the Ih point group, 2ag � 3t1g

� 4t2g � 6gg � 8hg � au � 4t1u � 5t2u � 6gu � 7hu, while

the electronic ground state is 2T1u. Hence, this anion is prone

to the vibronic coupling of the triply degenerate electronic

state with the fivefold degenerate nuclear motion, leading to

the T � h JT problem[15,16] (Table 1). According to the Epiker-

nel principle,[18] three general distortion pathways from the Ih
structure may be highlighted: the descent in symmetry to D5d

(a), D3d (b), and D2h (c) point groups. The latter one removes

completely the electronic degeneracy. However, in D5d and D3d

point groups, one component of the electronic state remains

degenerate, leading to the typical E � e JT problem,[15,16] with

a descent in symmetry to C2h (Fig. 1). Consequently, seven

unique LS geometries, resulting from four possible distortion

pathways, are considered in the determination of the JT pa-

rameters in the C�60 ion.
The MDDFT calculations of the JT effect in C�60 ion reveal a

small distortion of the geometry, as previously predicted with

other theoretical[34] and experimental[35] studies. In all cases,

the EJTs obtained from IDP are consistent with the MDDFT cal-

culations (312 cm�1, Tables 2–4). These results agree with pre-
vious DFT studies,[36,37] which report EJT between 300 and 640

cm�1, depending on the functional used, where hybrid func-

tionals, not surprisingly, give somewhat larger values. The esti-

mated EJT from visible and near-infrared spectra[38] is 386 and

467 cm�1,[12] while data derived from the photoemission spec-

tra of Gunnarsson et al.[13] gave the value of 848 cm�1. More
recent reinterpretation of the same spectra resulted in the

value of 754 cm�1,[9,36] and EJT energy derived from photoelec-

tron spectrum measurements of Wang[9] is 594 or 409 cm�1,
depending on the simulation method.[36] The values obtained

by CASSCF calculations[36] are two times larger than the exper-

imental ones. Summary of various experimental and theoreti-

cal results on C�60 is recently published.
[36] Hence, quantifying

the JT distortion using the MDDFT method is simple and effi-

cient and is valuable, since experimental determination of the

Table 1. Summary of the group theoretical consideration for the JT distortion in C�60.

Distortion Cel
[a] CJT

[b] Na1
[c]

Origin of the

LS a1 vibration

Ih ! D5d T1u ! A2uþE1u hg ! a1gþe1gþe2g 10 2ag, 8hg

Ih ! D3d T1u ! A2uþEu hg ! a1gþ2eg 16 2ag, 6gg, 8hg

Ih ! D2h T1u ! B1uþB2uþB3u hg ! 2agþb1gþb2gþb3g 24 2ag, 6gg, 8hg

Ih ! C2h T1u ! Auþ2Bu hg ! 3agþ2bg 45 2ag, 3t1g, 4t2g, 6gg, 8hg

[a] Cel irrep of the electronic state. [b] CJT the irrep of the JT active vibrations. [c] Na1 the number

of totally symmetrical vibrations in the LS point group.
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JT parameters is very difficult and there is no consistency in

the values obtained by the different methods.

The results corresponding to the Ih ! D5d ! C2h (Table 2),

Ih ! D3d ! C2h (Table 3) and Ih ! D2h (Table 4) obtained by

both MDFT and IDP, show that the energy differences between

the different states on the potential energy surfaces are small

(the maximum energy differences is about 15 cm�1). Accord-
ing to the MDDFT calculations, the 2Au (C2h) state is a global

minimum on the potential energy surface, regardless of the

distortion path.

From group theoretical consid-

erations,[19] it is expected that

the nuclear arrangements

belonging to D5d and D3d point

groups could be either maximum

or minimum on the potential

energy surface, while the D2h

geometry is a saddle point on

the potential energy surface. The

DFT calculations do not reveal

these distinctions as small

energy changes between differ-

ent distorted structures fall in

the range of the precision of the

calculations. However, it should

be pointed out that even if the

energy differences are small, the

C2h structure is the global mini-

mum on the potential energy

surface, although it is usually not

considered in the analysis of the

linear JT effect in C�60 ion, neither
group theoretical nor computa-

tional. No warping of the

potential energy surface is

observed in the D2h pathway

and the LS geometries with the 2B1u,
2B2u, and

2B3u electronic

states are isoenergetic (Table 4).

The distortion generally occurs along the axis that becomes

principal axis in the LS point group (i.e, elongation along the

C5 axis in the D5d, C3 axis in the D3d and C2 axis in the D2h

structures). In such a situation, the distortion is represented as

a prolate deformation of the spherical C60 cage along the po-

lar axes. Otherwise, the distortion corresponds to an oblate

deformation of the spherical C60 cage. The minimum energy

Table 2. Results of the DFT calculations and IDP method corresponding

to the descent in symmetry from Ih to D5d and further to C2h.

Occupation

Electronic

state

Nuclear

geometry Energy[a]

t1u
1/3t1u

1/3t1u
1/3 2T1u Ih �583.0921

a2u
1e1u

0e1u
0 2A2u Ih �583.0826

a2u
0e1u

1/2e1u
1/2 2E1u Ih �583.0897

bu
0au

1bu
0 2Au Ih �583.0825

bu
0au

0bu
1 2Bu Ih �583.0825

a2u
1e1u

0e1u
0 2A2u D5d �583.1194

bu
0au

1bu
0 2Au C2h �583.1211

bu
0au

0bu
1 2Bu C2h �583.1210

EJT
2A2u Ih ! D5d 297

EJT
2Au Ih ! C2h 312

EJT
2Bu Ih ! C2h 312

RJT
[b] 2A2u Ih ! D5d 6.41 10�2

RJT
[b] 2Au Ih ! C2h 6.46 10�2

RJT
[b] 2Bu Ih ! C2h 6.51 10�2

EJT(IDP)
2A2u Ih ! D5d 305

EJT(IDP)
2Au Ih ! C2h 302

EJT(IDP)
2Bu Ih ! C2h 302

[a] Energies are given in eV; EJT is given in cm
�1. [b] RJT in Å.

Figure 1. Part of the descent in symmetry chain of the Ih point group. Subgroups, electronic states and the

symmetry of the vibrations are highlighted.

Table 3. Results of the DFT calculations and IDP method corresponding

to the descent in symmetry from Ih to D3d and further to C2h.

Occupation

Electronic

state

Nuclear

geometry Energy[a]

t1u
1/3t1u

1/3t1u
1/3 2T1u Ih �583.0921

a2u
1eu

0eu
0 2A2u Ih �583.0826

a2u
0eu

1/2eu
1/2 2Eu Ih �583.0900

bu
0au

1bu
0 2Au Ih �583.0825

bu
0au

0bu
1 2Bu Ih �583.0825

a2u
1eu

0eu
0 2A2u D3d �583.1204

bu
0au

1bu
0 2Au C2h �583.1210

bu
0au

0bu
1 2Bu C2h �583.1209

EJT
2A2u Ih ! D3d 305

EJT
2Au Ih ! C2h 312

EJT
2Bu Ih ! C2h 312

RJT
[b] 2A2u Ih ! D3d 6.63 10�2

RJT
[b] 2Au Ih ! C2h 6.55 10�2

RJT
[b] 2Bu Ih ! C2h 6.50 10�2

EJT(IDP)
2A2u Ih ! D3d 308

EJT(IDP)
2Au Ih ! C2h 305

EJT(IDP)
2Bu Ih ! C2h 303

[a] Energies are given in eV; EJT is given in cm
�1. [b] RJT in Å.
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C2h structures are consequence of such a distortion. Figure 2

represents the D5d, D3d, and D2h distortion product by the dif-

ferent components of the lowest frequency Ih squashing hg

mode #1, with the displacement along a fivefold, threefold,

and twofold axes, respectively. A convenient way to represent

such a vibration is to consider the nuclear displacement as a

product of a distortion of the spherical surface proportional to

the (3z2�r2) distortion along the fivefold axis (Fig. 2a). Then,

the D3d (Fig. 2b) and the D2h (Fig. 2c) distortions are the con-

sequences of a pseudo-rotation of the D5d one.

The vibronic coupling can be quantified within the IDP

method. Although a different number of totally symmetric

modes is considered in the analysis of the multimode JT

effect within the four different distortion paths (Ih ! D5d, Fig.

3a; Ih ! D3d, Fig. 3b; Ih ! D2d, Fig. 3c; Ih ! C2h, Figs. 3d and

3e), the same qualitative picture is obtained. One can distin-

guish two regions (Fig. 3a1, Fig. 3b1, and Fig. 3c1) on the

potential energy surface. In the first region the energy

changes faster, while in the second region the geometry just

relaxes towards the global minimum. The analysis of the mul-

timode JT distortion shows that, regardless of the number of

totally symmetric normal modes in the LS point group (Table

1), the energy stabilization is mostly achieved by the hardest

frequency modes, while the relaxation of the geometry is

encountered by softer frequency ones. In Figure 3(2), bold

lines correspond to the vibrations, which contribute the most

to the RJT and EJT. Within the framework of the IDP model,

the total contributions of all totally symmetric modes in the

LS point group to the RJT and EJT have been calculated and

are available in Supplementary Information (Supporting Infor-

mation Tables S1, S2, S3, S4). All these modes can be corre-

lated with the corresponding vibrations in the HS point

group[39] thus having connection with the usual treatment of

the JT effect. As it is predicted by group theoretic considera-

tions (Table 1), vibrations that correlate to the hg modes in Ih
point group are responsible for the distortion, which indi-

cates that no other nuclear movements are JT active. Out of

the eight hg modes in Ih point group, four modes stand out

as being of crucial importance: the squashing deformations

hg #1 and hg #2 are mostly responsible of the JT distortion of

the geometry; the antisquashing deformations hg #7 and hg

#8, which represent actually a C-C stretch vibration, are

mostly responsible for the energy stabilization. Contributions

of hg modes are in agreement with the multimode analysis of

Iwahara et al.,[9,36] and Manini et al.,[37] although our analysis

did not reveal significant contribution of ag #1 and ag #2

modes. This is probably due to the models employed in the

multimode analysis, as well as due to the choice of the Ih ge-

ometry. However, our results completely correspond to the

recent analysis of the multimode JT distortion in C5H5� and
C6H6

þ, which can be considered as the building blocks of

fullerenes.[33] The analysis of the (E � e) problem, which leads

from either D5d or D3d structures to C2h, gives the same quali-

tative picture.

Table 4. Results of the DFT calculations and IDP method

corresponding to the descent in symmetry from Ih to D2h.

Occupation

Electronic

state

Nuclear

geometry Energy[a]

t1u
1/3t1u

1/3t1u
1/3 2T1u Ih �583.0921

b1u
1b2u

0b3u
0 2B1u Ih �583.0826

b1u
0b2u

1b3u
0 2B2u Ih �583.0826

b1u
0b2u

0b3u
1 2B3u Ih �583.0826

b1u
1b2u

0b3u
0 2B1u D2h �583.1208

b1u
0b2u

1b3u
0 2B2u D2h �583.1208

b1u
0b2u

1b3u
0 2B3u D2h �583.1209

EJT
2B1u Ih ! D2h 305

EJT
2B2u Ih ! D2h 310

EJT
2B3u Ih ! D2h 307

RJT
[b] 2B1u Ih ! D2h 6.40 10�2

RJT
[b] 2B2u Ih ! D2h 6.30 10�2

RJT
[b] 2B3u Ih ! D2h 6.32 10�2

EJT(IDP)
2B1u Ih ! D2h 303

EJT(IDP)
2B2u Ih ! D2h 298

EJT(IDP)
2B3u Ih ! D2h 301

[a] Energies are given in eV; EJT is given in cm
�1. [b] RJT in Å.

Figure 2. Graphical representations of the three components of hg#1 vibrations that yield to D5d a), D3d b), and D2h c) structures. Red arrows indicate the

displacements outwards the sphere and blue arrows indicate the displacement inwards the surface of the sphere. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Conclusions

DFT is nowadays the most common theoretical method in

quantum chemistry, and it can be successfully applied for a

detailed analysis of a range of problems in chemistry. The

multideterminantal approach to DFT is an accurate and effi-

cient way for a study of the JT effect, even in the case of rela-

tively large molecule such as the C�60 anion, which has a very
subtle and complicated distortion. This becomes very impor-

tant, as multireference wavefunction methods, which are

commonly employed for the investigation of the JT effect,

are usually not affordable for systems like this one. The DFT

based multimode analysis presented in this article, IDP

method, answers the question which normal modes, out of

all totally symmetric normal modes of the LS minimum

energy conformation, are responsible for the changes in ge-

ometry and for the EJT, and how their contribution changes

along the minimal energy path. Most of the stabilization

energy is achieved by the hardest JT active modes, relatively

early along the distortion path. The relaxation of the geome-

try, which yields the energy minimum on the potential

energy surface in the final part of the distortion path, is

encountered by softer modes. These observations are so far

general for all the analyzed molecules with this model. The

Figure 3. The multimode analysis of the JT distortion in C�60 considering the different pathways. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

results obtained by MDDFT and IDP are consistent and in

good agreement with other theoretical considerations.

Finally, in this work, it was shown once more, that both

methods can be considered as reliable tools for better under-

standing of the JT phenomenon.
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